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The classical Shannon sampling theorem is concerned with the representation 
of bandlimited signal functions by a sum built up from a countable number 
of samples. It is shown that a not necessarily bandlimited function f can be ap- 
proximately represented by generalized sampling sums which originate from 
discretized convolution integrals known, e.g., in approximation theory. The 
rate of convergence of the new sums to f is precisely as good as that of the 
associated convolution integrals. This gives sufficient as well as matching 
necessary conditions for a certain rate of convergence. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let f ~ LI(R) c3 C0(R ) (for notations ee Section 2) be a function bandlimited 
to [--~rW, ~rW], i.e., the Fourier transform o f f  vanishes outside of [--~rW, ~rW]. 
The Shannon sampling theorem (Shannon, 1949) states that such a function f
can be reconstructed from its samples at the points k/W, namely, 
L (k )  sin[Tr(Wt--k)] (t~ R). (1.1) 
f (t)  = f ~(Wt -- k) ' 
i 
Several extensions Of this result are known. For example, if one replaces the 
function (sin t)/t in (1.1) by X~ C0(N ) bandlimited to I - - I f ,  V], satisfying 
I g(t)[ = 0(I t 1-~), [ t [ --~ 0°, for some y > 1, and ~ X(U) du = (2~r)1/2, then 
it was shown by SplettstSger ([978) that for each f ~LX(R) n C0(R ) there holds 
f ( t )  = w-,~olim (~r/2)~/:V L f(~-)X [-~ (Wt- k)], ( t~ R). (1.2) 
One purpose of this paper is to give a unified proof for (1.!) (Corollary 2) 
and (1.2) (Theorem 2) by using Parseval's formula (2.4). Moreover it will be 
shown that (1.2) holds even fo r f~ C0(R ), i.e., the hypothesis feL l (R )  is super- 
fluous. 
Our main result, however, is a comparison theorem concerning the speed of 
convergence of the sum in (1.2) and that of the convolution integral 
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to f for W--~ oo. Corollary 3 states that the approximation behavior of the sum 
in (1.2) is as good as that of (1.3), and vice versa. This fact enables one to trans- 
pose all results known for convolution i tegrals of type (1.3) to the corresponding 
discrete processes defined by (1.2). The last section of this paper is concerned 
with two typical examples in this direction. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In the following all functions f, g .... are defined on a subset of the real axis 
and are assumed to be complex valued and Lebesgue measurable. C(N) denotes 
the set of all functions f which are uniformly continuous and bounded on N, 
endowed with the norm 
Ilfllc :=  sup If(t)l. 
The set of those f s C(R) for which limv~oo f ( t )  = 0 is denoted by C0(R ). If, 
moreover, f ( t )  = 0 for [ t I/> T and some T >~ 0, i.e., f has compact support, 
then f is said to belong to Co0(N ). As usual, L~(R), 1 ~ p < 0% is the set of 
those f which are Lebesgue integrable to the pth power over R with norm 
l 1 ~ dulv*'. Ilfll: := ~ j'j~ if@)l" 
We also deal with functions f which are defined and integrable to the pth 
power over some finite interval [a, b], in notationf~L~(a, b). 
The Fourier transformf ^off~Ll(N) is defined by 
1 f= • f,-(co) :=  (2~r) 1/s -~o f (u)  e -*'°~ du, (oJ ~ R);  
it is a bounded, linear mapping from LI(R) into Co(R ). 
The convolution f * g of two functions f ~ LI(R), g ~ Co(R), defined by 
( f ,  g) (t) :=  (2~r)11~ ~ f (t --  u)g(u) du, t e N, (2.1) 
belongs to Co(N), and there holds 
Nf*gH~ ~< Plfll~ ]lgN¢- (2.2) 
If, moreover, g ~LI(N) n Co(N), thenf .g  ~LI(R) n Co(R), and 
[ f .  g]"(co) = f"(~o) g^(oJ), (~o ~ R) (2.3) 
(cf. Butzer and Nessel, 1971, Sect. 0.2, Theorem 5.1.3). 
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The starting point of our investigations is the famous Parseval formula for 
functions f, g belonging to Lz(--~rW, ~rW), some W > 0, namely (of. Butzer 
and Nessel, 1971, Proposition 4.2.2), 
lx 
1 [,~-w . 
-- 2~rW ,_,w f(u) g(u) du, (2.4) 
the bar denoting the complex conjugate. In particular, one has for f =g  
1 J , ,wf(u ) e - '~' iw du --  [ f (u) l  2 du, 
( f  eL2(--7rW, 7rW)). (2.5) 
Note that the integrals occurring in the sums of (2.4), (2.5) may be regarded as 
the Fourier coefficients of the 2~rW-periodic extensions offandg from (--TrW, rrW] 
to the real axis. 
3. SAMPLING EXPANSIONS OF BANDLIMITED AND NoN-BANDLIMITED FUNCTIONS 
The first application of (2.4) is a slight generalization f the Shannon sampling 
theorem. 
THEOREM 1. I f  the functions f i ,  j = 1, 2, 3, have the representations 
~rW 
ft.(t) = f g~(u) e i~ du, (t ~ R; j = 1, 2, 3), 
--TrW 
where gl , g~ eL2( -TrW, 7rW), g3 = gl " g~ , then 
k -  (t e~);  1 _¢_), (, 
fz(t) = 2~rW 
k=--c~ 
the series being absolutely and uniformly convergent. 
Proof. Takingf(u) = g2(u) e i"~, g(u) ~-gl(u) in (2.4) yields by (3.1) 
1 k 1 
~=-~ - (2-gWL 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
= ~=~_~ 1 2rrW J~W g2(u) ~I 27rW gl(u) e-~U~tw 
1 f.w 1 
27rW _~w gl(u) g~(u) e iut du -- 27rw f3(t), (t ~ I~); 
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this is (3.2). The absolute and uniform convergence of the series in (3.2) follows 
from Schwarz' inequality, noting that 
fl (k) ~: 2rrW f22]g l (u)12du 
]~=--oo 
f2 ( t -  W) 2= 2~rW f .w  I&(u)l ~ du, 
l~=-oa a -~ W 
which hold by (3.1) and (2.5). | 
The representations (3.1) offj remind one of the Fourier inversion formula. 
Indeed, iff i  ~LI(E) c~ C0(E) is such that f:.^(oJ) = 0 for I co [ 3> rrW, j = 1, 2, 
one has 
- f ; ' (o~)  e ~'°' d~,  f , ( t )  (2=)  1/~ - .w  ( teE ; j=  1,2). 
Moreover, the convolution f~ • f~ satisfies (cf. (2.3)) 
1 ffTwfX"(e°) f2"(w) ei~ doJ, (t~ R). : (f l *f~)(t) = (2~r)1/~ 
This leads to 
COROLLARY 1. Let fi e LI(N) n Co(E) 1 such that f~^(oJ) = 0 for [ ~ [ > zrW, 
some W > O, and] = 1, 2. Then 
1 ~ f l  (-~-)f2 (t- W)' (t~ @), (fl *f2)(t) -- (2~r)1/~ W k=-~ 
the sum converging absolutely and uniformly. 
This result shows that the convolution i tegral of two bandlimited functions 
may be replaced by a "convolution sum." It was already established by Splett- 
st6Ber (1978) under somewhat more restrictive assumptions upon one of the 
functions fl or f2- 
As mentioned above, one can also derive the classical Shannon theorem from 
Theorem 1. Indeed, 
COROLLARY 2. Let f~L I (E )Co(R  ) such that f"(co) ~--- 0 for I o~ 1 > zrW. 
1 The set LI(E) n Co(R) may also be described by LI(E) n C(E). This notation was 
used by Splettst613er (1978, 1979). 
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Then 
uniformly for aZl t ~ Q, where ,i{t} = (sin t)/t for t # 0 and ,i(O) = 1. 
Proof. One makes use of the representations 
1 f,~rW ^ 
f (t)  = (2;)1/2 J_~w f (~) e i~' dco, (t ~ Q), 
f~w 
~¢rtV 
By choosing f~(t) =fa(t) = f(t), f~(t) = 27rWsi{~rWt}, g~(¢o) = (1/2~r)~/2 f"(¢o), 
and g2(w) = 1 for I co I ~< 7rW, ge(m) = 0 for ] oJ [ > ~rW in Theorem 1, the 
assertion is immediate. | 
This result can be established in several ways (cf. Jerri, 1977). For a proof 
that is essentially the same as ours see, e.g., Brown (1968). 
It should be mentioned that there are also sampling expansions of type (3.3) 
for not necessarily bandlimited functions, e.g., i f feE~(R) n C0(R ) is such that 
f^  ~L~(Q), then (see Brown, 1967, Butzer and Splettst613er, 1978) 
oo 
f ( t )  = liwm ~=~ f (~- )s i l r rW( t  -~)I '  (t~R).  (3.4) 
This result can be proved under somewhat weaker assumptions upon f (see 
Splettst613er, 1979; Splettst613er, Stens, Wilmes, 1980; Stens, 1980), but it does 
not seem to hold provided just f ~ LI(R) c3 Co(R). 
In order to derive sampl!ng expansions imilar to (3.4) which hold provided 
that only f~D(Q)c3  Co(~), and even that only fE  Co(R ) we introduce the 
concept o£ approximate identities. 
Let X ~L!(~) be normalized by (1/2zr)~/2 ~_~ X(U) du = 1. Then the set of 
functions {X,}o>0, where x,( t ) := px(pt), defines an approximate identity, i.e., 
lim ] i f .  Xo - - f i le  = O, ( f~  C0(R)). (3.5) 
p~>oo 
The convolution integral f .  Xo is also called a singular integral with kernel X, 
and denoted by / J .  
TI-IrOREM 2. Let X eLX(Q) n Co(k) be such Chat (1/2rr)X/2 f-~¢o X(u) du --- 1, 
X^(eo) = 0 for ] oJ I > V, some V > O. Then 
3//x := sup (7r/2)1/2 
~ V (3.6) 
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The operators S W ~ Sx, rv , defined for W > 0 by 
(s~f) ( t ) := v ~:_~ ( f  ~ Co(R); t ~ R), 
(3.7) 
are bounded linear operators from Co(N ) into itself, and satisfy 
]1 Swf IIc ~ Mxllfllc, (f~ Co(N); W > O) (3.8) 
lim !1Swf - fNc  -~ o, ( fe  c0(R)). (3.9) W~oo 
Proof. Inequality (3.6) follows from Nikolskil (1975, Theorem 3.3.1). We 
show now that the series (3.7) is uniformly convergent with respect o t ~ R 
for each fixed W > 0. Indeed, for ~ > 0 there exists an N ~ N (= naturals) 
such that ]f(klW)l < E for each I k] > N. Now 
Ikl>N k=-~o 
implying the uniform convergence of (3.7). Moreover, since X[(rr/V)(W'-k)] 
C0(R ) for each k, the sum (3.7) also belongs to C0(N ). The boundedness of the 
operators Sw follows from 
I(Swf)(t)i <~ Ilfllc ('r12)~/~ k~ ~ v :_ x [-~ (Vet--k)] ~< f1:I1~ M., 
which also gives (3.8). 
To prove (3.9) we first assume that f  belongs to the class 
~- = {fcra(R) n Co(R); f bandlimited}. 
For these f one has for all sufficiently large W > 0 that f^(w) = 0 for each 
[ w ] > IrW. Moreover there holds {(IrW/V)x[(rrW/V ) • ]}^(oJ) --~ X"(oJV/rrW) = 
0 for ~ > rrW, so that one can apply Corollary 1 to deduce 
= [I()* )](') 
1 :i -- /=- - :  T"  [~ (Wt - k) ] (2~) 1/~ W 
for Wlarge enough. This of course implies (3.9) for f~ o~ by (3.5). The assertion 
for arbitraryf~ C0(N ) now follows by the elementary direction of the Banach- 
Steinhaus Theorem, o~- being dense in C0(R)' To see this note thatLl(R) c5 C0(R ) 
is dense in C0(R ) (cf. Butzer and Nessel, 1971, Proposition 3.1.8), and that each 
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f~L: (R)  n Co(N ) can be approximated by the bandlimited functions f ,  Xo 
(cf. (3.5)). II 
Remark. One can show that the constant M x introduced in (3.8) is the norm 
of the operators S~,  i.e, 
Mx = sup{ll Swfllc/]lfllc ; fE  Co(R), f ~ 0}. 
It should be mentioned that (3.9)was already essentially proved in Splettst6Ber 
(1978) but only for fG C0(R) c~ LI(R) and a more special class of kernels X. 
In this respect see also Kramer (1973, Theorem 6). 
4. ERROR ESTIMATES 
In this section we compare the approximation behavior of the sampling sum 
Swf  defined by (3 7) with that of the underlying convolution integral f ,  Xo. 
THEOREM 3. ! f  x satisfies th e assumptions of Theorem 2, then one has for each 
f G Co(R ) and W > 0 that 
]! Swf - - f  []c ~< (1 + II x 111 + Mx) l l I~ /v f - - f l ] c .  (4.1) 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2 One needs only to show that (4.1) holds 
for f ~ ~-. Setting p = ~W/V, one has by the convolution theorem (2.3) 
and it follows from Corollary 1 that 
This yields 
( /o ( f *  Xo))(t) = (Sw(f  * Xo))(t), (tER; W>0) .  
]] Swf  -- f[lc <~ [] Swf  -- Sw(f  * Xo)Nc 
+ [I Io(f* Xo) -- Iof[[c + [1 I o f - - f l l c .  (4.2) 
Since the operators I0 = I~w/v are uniformly bounded with respect to W > 0, 
satisfying []Iofll c ~ [l x [1: l[fIIc by (2.2), the assertion follows directly from 
(4.2). | 
Theorem 3 states that the approximation behavior of the S W is at least as 
good as that of the I~w/v. Our next theorem gives the converse result. 
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THEOREM 4. I f  X satisfies the assumptions of Theorem. 2, then one has for all 
fE  Co(a), w > o 
[] I~w/vf -- f Nc <~ (1 + N X H1 -[- Mx) 11 Swf  -- fHc. (4.3) 
Proof. Again it is sufficient o show that (4.3) holds for a dense subset of 
Co(R ). So let fE Co0(R), this set being dense in Co(R ). Sincef vanishes outside a 
finite interval, there exists an N e M, such that 
(Swf)(t)  -~ (2z;)1/2 W =- --V-- x -~ • 
For the Fourier transform of Swf  one has 
1 
showing that (Swf)"(oJ) = 0 for I ~o I > ~rW. By Corollary 1 it follows that 
(Sw(Swf) ) ( t )  = ( I :wlv(Swf))(t) ,  (t E R). 
This yields the assertion since 
III, wivf  - f llc <~ [11, wivf  - -  I,~vivSw f llc 
+ II SwSwf- Swfllc + II Swf-ft lc 
~(f Ix l I I+M~+ 1) l lSwf - - f l l c .  i 
An immediate consequence of Theorems 3 and 4 is 
COROLLARY 3. Let X be given as in Theorem 2. Then there exist constants 
m 1 , m 2 > 0 such that 
ml I] I~wlvf - -  f []c ~ ]] Swf  - -  f lie ~ m2 i] I~wlvf -- f [Ic 
for all f ~ Co(~), W > O, i.e., the approximation processes Sw and I~wiv are 
equivalent to another on Co(R ) . 
For a trigonometric analog of this result see, e.g., Szabados (1974). 
5. APPLICATIONS 
The aim of this section is to give two examples of kernels X satisfying the 
assumptions of the foregoing theorems. 
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EXAMPLE 1. The kernel a(t)= (1/27r)U2[si{t/2}]  of Fej6r satisfies the 
assumptions upon X of Theorem 2 with M~ = 1 (cf. Krishnan, 1948). Therefore 
one has for all f ~ Co(R) 
co 
">)]" -- :<'> (5.1) 
uniformly for t 6 R. 
The rate of convergence in (5.1) may be estimated by Corollary 3 and the 
corresponding results for the singular integral of Fej6r (cf. Butzer and Nessel, 
1971, Corollary 3.5.4; Shapiro, 1969, Theorem 41). Indeed, 
COROLLARY 4. (a) For f ~ Co(R ) and 0 < ~ < 1 one has 
where 
][ S~.wf -- f]lc = (9(W -~) (W--~ oo) ,~ f~Lip*a, 
Lip*~ :=  {g ~ C(~); []g(. +h)  + g(. --h) - -  2g(')]]c = (9([ h [% h --+ 0}. 
(b) For f ~ Co(R ) one has 
]1 So,wf -- f[Ic = (9(W -~) (W-+ oo) ~:~ f~ ~Lip 1, 
f~ being the conjugate function of f  in the sense of Achieser (1956, p. 128) and the 
class Lip 1 is given by 
Lip 1 = {g~ C(R); Ilg(" +h)  - -  g(')[]c = (9(I h [), h--+ 0} 
(c) For f ~ Co(R ) there holds 
II S,.wf - fllc = ~(W -1) (W-+ co) ~> f = O. 
The fact that the speed of convergence in (5.1) cannot be better than (9(W-1), 
apart from the trivial casef = 0, is the so called saturation phenomenon, common 
for many approximation processes. Part (b) gives a characterization f those 
functions which can be approximated with the best possible order of approxima- 
tion. 
EXAMPLE 2. For the kernel of the la Vall6e Poussin one has O(t) = 
(3/(2~r)1/2) si{3t/2} si{t/2}, f~_~o O(u) du = (27r)1/2, 0^(o~) = 0 for [ oJ ] > 2; so one 
can apply Theorem 2, and Corollary 3 as well as the results on the singular 
integral of de la Vall6e Poussin (cf. Splettst6ger, 1979; Butzer and Nessel, 1971, 
Theorem 3.5.2) to deduce 
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COROLLARY 5. (a) For f e Co(~ ) one has 
3 ~ f(k) siI3_~_. 
uniformly for t e R. 
(b) The following assertions are equivalent for f e Co(R ) and O < a ~< 1, any 
r E{0, 1, 2,...}: 
(i) The rth derivative fir) o f f  belongs to Lip*c~, 
(ii) II So.ref -- f[Ic = (O(W-~-~) (W ~ oo). 
Note that one does not have saturation here. i.e., the order of approximation 
can be arbitrarily good i f f  is smooth enough. Furthermore, if one Compares the 
results of Corollary 5b) with those obtained by Splettst6Ber (1979), Splettst6Ber 
et al. (1980), Stens (1980) for the classical sampling sum in (3.4) one sees that 
the approximation behavior of the So.re is better by a factor log W, apart from 
the fact that (3.4) holds only for a subclass of Co(R ). 
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